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ORDERING INFORMATION
Choose the bold face options for the appropriate luminaire configuration for your application and enter on the line above each fixture attribute. 
Accessories may be factory installed, depending on the particular accessory chosen, but still be ordered as a separate line item.

EXAMPLE:

TL-MAL 18 BR VRD

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
APPLICATION ─ The TLMAL and TLLMAL Path Lights feature the elegant look of a mushroom top. The 
wide selection of finishes available allows this fixture to subtly blend into any landscape or lawn design. This 
is perfect for  pathways and outdoor landscape projects. These path lights enhance security and ambience 
while adding excellent curb appeal to your next project. Our pathway lighting solutions offer flexibility and 
customization options to suit your unique style and preferences. Cast Brass versions are available for harsh 
environments.

CONSTRUCTION ─ Constructed of die cast aluminum or brass. A chromate pretreatment is applied 
prior to the finishing process to ensure lasting durability. Includes 20W 12V quartz lamp. LED lamps should 
be ordered separately, see accessories section. 

OPTICAL SYSTEM ─ A high performance 120° optical assembly in conjunction with the light source 
reflects the light off of the dome reflector back down and outwards for 360° illumination. This also keeps the 
light source completely shielded from view in all directions to exceed full cut-off requirements, while keeping 
light pollution to an absolute minimum. 

MOUNTING ─ Comes standard with a 12” or 18” tall, ½” NPT stem and mounting stake. Provided with a 
3’ long 18 ga. whip and low voltage connector.

FINISH ─ A Super Durable Polyester powder coat finish is electrostatically applied. Standard colors 
available: Black, Bronze, White, OD Green, Verde. Custom colors available upon request.

SERIES STEM LENGTH CASTING FINISH

TL-MAL = 6” TOP 18 = 18” Stem (TL-MAL, 6” Top, only) BR = BrassCasting BK = Black
TLL-MAL = 9” TOP Blank =  18” Stem (Standard for 9” Top) Blank = AluminumCasting BZ = Bronze

             12” Stem (Standard for 6” Top) GR = OD Green
WH = White
SP = Special
VRD = Verde

FIXTURE DIMENSIONS ACCESSORIES  (Order as separate line items)

TLL-MAL

9”

5.3”
TL-MAL

TLL-MAL
TL-MAL

LSSEB01 150W Transformer
LMSEB02 300W Transformer

PWW122LV 12 Gauge Low Voltage Cable
PWW102LV 10 Gauge Low Voltage Cable

TLHB800RCH Digital Timer

103137  LMP Led 4W BA155 12V 30K 90 CRI Clear

(See components section on the website for more transformer options)

SMSB 12” x 1” Mounting Stake (Brass)
MMSB 18” x 1” Mounting Stake (Brass)
LMSB 20” x 2.5” Mounting Stake (Brass)

https://techlight.com/pdf/TL~LMP%20LED%204%20BA15s~Spec.pdf
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